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ONLINE

COURSES

Managing Security Surveys
Conducting a security survey is an essential
skill for security managers.
This online course provides a step-by-step guide
to the process of conducting an effective
security survey, providing you with a template
for conducting your own surveys. You will learn
how to use the security survey as part of your
ongoing risk analysis and security strategy.

Core Content
•
•
•
•

When to conduct a security survey
What constitutes an effective security survey
How to plan & conduct a security survey
How to use crime prevention methods & techniques to reduce
crime & loss
• How to use the security survey to prepare a risk assessment
• What security measures are available & when & how to use them
• How to write a security survey report & make effective
recommendations

Who Will Benefit
The course will be of immediate benefit to anyone
conducting or overseeing security surveys. By
guiding you through the important stages from initial
planning to final report, this course will enable you
to quickly and efficiently assess your security
strengths and weaknesses. It will equip you with the
essential tools to maximise your protection whilst
meeting the realistic constraints of your budget.

COURSE INFORMATION

Managing Retail Security
With crime being a major issue on the high
street, today’s retailers need to be aware
of, and understand, how to mitigate threats
to their stock, premises, staff and customers.
This course provides critical insights into retail
security and examines the key techniques
involved in identifying and managing loss, as well
as the essential security management knowledge
and skills needed to work within the retail sector.

Core Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The scale & impact of retail crime
Causes & methods of retail crime
Understanding ‘Hot Stores’, ‘Hot Products’ & ‘Hot People’
Retail risk assessments & security surveys
What are CRAVED products & how to protect them
Distribution & supply chain security
How to use situational crime prevention to reduce loss
Physical & electronic protection
Getting the most from your security officers
Planning & managing a retail loss reduction initiative adding value
Current regulation & legislation

Who Will Benefit
This course will benefit anyone involved in the
retail sector with responsibility for loss prevention.

COURSE INFORMATION

QUALIFICATION

QUALIFICATION

DURATION

DURATION

BTEC Level 4
30 Hours

IQ Level 4
30 Hours

